Abstract. Estimation of time delays from a noisy and gapped data is one of the simplest data analysis problems in astronomy by its formulation. But as history of real experiments show, the work with observed datasets can be quite complex and evolved. By analyzing in detail previous attempts to build delay estimation algorithms we try to develop an automatic and robust procedure to perform the task. To evaluate and compare different variants of the algorithms we use real observed datasets which have been objects of past controversies. In this way we hope to select the methods and procedures which have highest probability to succeed in complex situations. As a result of our investigations, we propose an estimation procedure which can be used as a method of choice in large photometric experiments. We cannot claim that the proposed methodology works with any reasonably well sampled input dataset. However we hope that the steps taken are in correct direction and the developed software will be useful for observational astronomers.
INTRODUCTION
There are many astrophysical applications where the number of time-dependent values are measured, and we suspect that observed time series are (may be distorted) replicas of the one and the same source curve. The time delays in gravitational lens observations and reverberation lags in high energy astrophysics are not the only examples, but probably the most commonly occurring. The problem of time delay estimation from noisy and gapped data is therefore one of the most important data processing and analyzing tasks for observing astronomer.
In this paper we formulate the delay estimation problem, describe shortly the known methods used to estimate time delays, and propose some refinements to the old known methods. Our basic goal here is to connect the good sides of different methods with our improvements and to move towards automatic estimation of the time delays. The automatic method we are talking about is considered along two lines: un-attended data analysis for large photometric experiments (see for example Oguri & Marshall 2010) , synoptic surveys (Coe & Moustakas 2009) or meta-analyses (Paraficz & Hjorth 2010 ) and a sure-kill approach for general prac-tising astronomer. We are well aware, that fully automatic approach is still a nice dream of things to come, nevertheless we believe that detailed implementation of the methods proposed brings us closer to final target.
When comparing different methods and evaluating their performance, we will use an approach somewhat different from usual. Instead of using artificially built data models and Monte-Carlo style massive calculations we apply new modifications to actually measured datasets, especially to those for which previous authors have obtained differing results. In doing so we hope to concentrate our attention to the real life situations. It is very often that a theoretically sound method gives wrong answers due to the minor, but hidden, peculiarities in the observational data. Automatic methods must be robust against such errors or warn users about possibility of miscalculation.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with formulation of our problem in mathematical terms and describe caveats involved. Then a short overview of the well known methods follows. Our panorama of the methods is representative, certainly not exhaustive. Then we present some important modifications to the methods used so far and describe their performance using different sets of observational data. We try to single out a more or less general and robust approach to the time delay estimation problem to be used as a recipe for field-workers.
TIME DELAYS
We are dealing here with a problem where a certain physical process, which can be described by a continuous (in time) variable g(t), is observed through different channels. Because of different flight paths, the total flight times Φ r , r = 1, . . . , R differ. Consequently, we can only measure replicas of the source curve with different delays: f r (t) = F (g(t − Φ r )), r = 1, 2, . . . , R.
Additional distortions (physical and instrumental) are depicted here using the function F (its exact form depends on particular experiment). For a fully resolved case we will have in total R continuous curves f r (t) corresponding to images f 1 , . . . , f R . We can observe the values of f r (t) at the certain moments of time t i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The absolute flight times Φ r , r = 1, . . . , R cannot be measured directly from light curves. When talking about time delay estimation, we can define and measure the differential time delay ∆t o,p = Φ p − Φ o between each pair of images f o , f p . The time delay ∆t o,p is positive if the variability of the image o is preceding the variability of the p image.
In the present paper we concentrate our attention to the time delay estimation between two resolved light curves. For the blended cases see for example Geiger & Schneider (1996) , Hirv et al. (2007a) and Hirv et al. (2007b) .
ESTIMATION METHODS
Roughly different methods and approaches for delay estimation can be divided to three groups: the cross-correlation based methods, those which use the dispersion spectra and, finally, the methods based on certain interpolation or approximation schemes. To unify treatment below we use the following notation. There are two sets of data points A and B (time, measured value and standard devi-ation for every point) with
If the observer given estimates for standard deviations are missing, then we can set σ * i = 1 and σ * j = 1 (in the sense of relative weights). When comparing two datasets we often need to adjust the data to take into account time delay, differences in magnification, baseline levels, etc. For the adjusted datasets we will use the simplest notation: if both sets are treated separately then we have triples t i , a i , σ i and t j , b j , σ j , and if the sets are combined using certain trial time delay τ , we use
In some formulae the notation for statistical weights W = 1/σ 2 (with proper indexes) is more appropriate.
Methods based on cross-correlation
Two continuous curves a(t) and b(t) can be correlated for various delays τ by computing
where application of E{. . .} denotes taking statistical expectation,ā,b are mean values (estimated or known) and σ a and σ b are corresponding standard deviations. It is considered for that correct delay τ AB will reveal itself as the strongest or at least the major maximum in the correlation curve. There are many ways to approximate notion of the correlation function for discrete time series. For instance, we can define certain fixed step (say t l = lδt, l = 0, 1, . . . , L−1) grid in time and map every observed point to the nearest grid point. Using now standard definition for a discrete correlation function, we can compute certain approximation. There is no need to say that for our sparse datasets the estimate of the resulting correlation function will probably have gaps and considerable scatter due to the fact that a large part of the pairs to be correlated is missing. Sometimes it is proposed that we can add to our datasets some artificial points which can be obtained by linear interpolation, e.g., see Gaskell & Sparke (1986) or Gaskell & Peterson (1987) . This approach, even if it is useful in some aspects, cannot be used for the data with significant gaps.
More common and often used is the approach proposed in Edelson & Krolik (1988) . First, for each pair of observations they define:
where e 2 ai and e 2 bj are measurement errors for A and B set, respectively. Then the moving window of the width ∆t is used to compute the so-called Discrete Correlation Function (DCF):
with the inclusion condition:
Depending on circumstances, we can compute DCF (τ ) for overlapping windows or just for a row of non-overlapping but fully covering set of windows. The free parameter of the procedure -the width of the moving window ∆t -is chosen as a compromise value to get sufficient resolution when trading it against statistical stability. Without certain objective method to fix it, we cannot consider DCF computation as an automatic procedure.
In the original formulation of DCF (τ ), the means and dispersions for computing the F ij values are global, they are computed for the full datasets A and B. We can also consider a form of the correlation function where these values are computed separately -for the each bin (see Lehár et al. 1992; Gil-Merino et al. 2002) . This allows to take into account possible non-stationarity of the underlying processes. However, the problem with freely chosen bin size remains.
The peaks, which show up in different forms of DCF (τ )-s, tend to be shallow and noisy. In Goicoechea et al. (1998) the authors propose to match the shifted in τ autocorrelation functions with cross-correlation curves. In this case the peak position will be estimated using the data from the full correlation curves. This approach works only for the cases where structure of the curves under discussion is unimodal or nearly so.
In modification proposed by Alexander (1997) , the moving window length is not fixed in time, but is determined by a fixed number of observation pairs in the bin. This peculiarity allows to formulate resulting statistics in the format amenable to a precise statistical definition. Unfortunately, this scheme can completely fail when the datasets contain long gaps.
All DCF -based methods do not take explicitly into account neither possibility of microlensing nor the effects from long data gaps. However, they do not involve any interpolation or extrapolation and consequently the probability to get totally wrong results because the "fitting data into gaps" is quite low. For some schemes of correlation analysis it is possible to use Fast Fourier Transform based methods to speed up computations (see Moles et al. 1986 and Scargle 1989 ).
Dispersion spectra
In estimating the time delay we may adjust our dataset according to fit parameters -trial time delay τ , different magnification m and baseline shift h. So we can use one of the input series in the adjusted form b j = mb * j + h. We can compute the simplest dispersion spectrum quite similarly to DCF . We just define differences:
and form τ dependent function
where the inclusion condition S ij is the same as above. The dispersion spectrum DS (τ, m, h ) depends on m and h. As we are interested in time delay, the final dispersion spectrum can be computed by performing the minimization:
The methods using the dispersion spectra allow also easily to take into account unequal quality of different observations (by introducing weights into squared differences). The full range of different implementations of the dispersion spectra is presented in Pelt et al. (1996) . The averaging bin size ∆t is still a free parameter for DS-type methods, consequently, it is not much better than the DCF -style methods.
Interpolation-based methods
To fill gaps in the observed data series we can use different interpolation or approximation schemes. In principle it is possible to fit certain model curves (polynomials, splines, etc.) to both curves and then to compare continuous (or regularly sampled) model curves. However, most often the researchers use methods where a model for the source curve is built and both observed sequences are then fitted (with proper delay or delays) to the model curve (for example, see Lehár et al. 1992; Barkana 1997; Burud et al. 2001 , Cuevas-Tello et al. 2006 . In these methods statistical weights can be easily used.
The resolution -statistical stability trade-off for interpolation methods is achieved by proper (but basically, not automatic) choice of the model form (polynomial degree, smoothing kernel, number of nodes for splines, etc.). The microlensing effects or other low-frequency disturbances cannot be detected easily, because they will be hidden in the common model curve for both light curves. Consequently, in some contexts it would be useful to interpolate (or approximate) the input curves separately. Then the misfit between them will indicate possible distortions.
Most important shortcomings of the interpolation-type methods is a tendency to obtain results with good characteristics of the fit but still indicating wrong time delays. This happens if data contain nearly periodic gaps. It can fairly well happen (and it indeed does so often) that with a certain delay the observed points of the A curve fit into time gaps of the B curve.
Using optimal prediction
Somewhat apart from other methods stands a method developed by Press et al. (1992, below PRH) , refined by Rybicki & Kleyna (1994) and lucidly presented by Haarsma et al. (1997) . In principle, this method is nearest to that which can be called automatic. Because our discussion below heavily uses notions and ideas promoted in these papers, we will describe the method in some detail.
We start from a model of the observed data
where s(t) is the original (source) signal and n(t) is the observational noise. The observed sample vector is then
Here y i denotes any time series, not explicitly combined ones. Our goal for a moment is to "predict" signal value for a particular time point so that the predicted value be as close as possible to the real one or so that prediction error:
is minimised. The estimateŝ(t) that is linear in the data points y i :
can be formed using N "trial" functions q i (t). By substituting the estimateŝ(t) to the expression to be minimized, we can get formulae for the "trial" functions and the predicted value. Using notations
(where δ ij = 1 when i = j and δ ij = 0 elsewhere), we introduce the total covariance matrix B with elements B ij and two vectors q and c with elements q i (t) and c i (t). It occurs (see PRH), that using these notations the "trial" functions in the form
can be used to get actual "optimal" predictionŝ
with the corresponding expected estimation errors
From this point one can proceed through the three different paths.
In PRH authors show that optimal reconstruction of s(t) is equivalent to a reconstruction that minimizes the value of χ 2 :
where the matrix A is the matrix inverse of the total covariance matrix B
and y i -s are adjusted (shifted by time delay and magnitude difference B curve combined with A curve, meanȳ subtracted from both) observational data. Respectively they use the following outline to estimate the time delays:
• Let us assume that the underlying source process s(t) is stationary and its autocorrelation function can be described by a simple analytical (with small number of parameters) form.
• For a particular trial time delay τ and other free parameters (general mean of the processȳ, magnitude difference between two components ∆y AB ) we can compute χ 2 and use it as a criterion to compare different parametrizings.
• The time delay and parameters which minimize the criterion value is then used as the solution.
In actual computations authors use certain optimizations and approximations to obtain final solution. For instance they minimize χ 2 along the free parameter y analytically and estimate magnitude difference using "pointwise" fitting of the two curves. But these are minor aspects of the adopted procedure.
The second method is important modification for the PRH method suggested in Rybicki & Kleyna (1994) and applied by Haarsma et al. (1997) . Instead of formal minimization of χ 2 they take off from the Gaussian model of the process with probability distribution of the data vector:
Correspondingly, for correct solution of the time delay estimation problem they propose to minimize log likelihood Q
where the adjusted observations y i as well as the determinant |B| depend on free parameters. The third method which uses the prediction ideology is somewhat naive use of the predicted process values itself. We call this method as a "pointwise minimization". Let us fix a particular trial time delay τ . For each component we can interpolate values at the times corresponding to observations of the other component and compute standard errors for the predicted values (restricting the pairing to overlapping area of the two curves). Using the obtained pairs we can now form a standard χ 2 measure of goodness-of-fit:
where δ 2 k and δ 2 l are combined variances (observer given variance plus variance of predicted value). And again, the best combination, to be adopted as a solution, is a set of parameters which minimizes χ 2 . This type of criterion function was used already by PRH, but only in the context of estimating magnitude difference between two light curves. We take (Eq. 21) as a starting point for the criterion function for our combined time delay estimation method.
PROBLEMS AND MODIFICATIONS
The choice of a proper criterion function to be minimized is only a part, even important part, of a full time delay estimation process. What follows is a treatment of different statistical and computational problems which occur during implementation of the general methods described above.
Normalization
If we compare curve A with curve B, shifted in time by τ , then there is only certain interval in time where both curves have observed values. For longer delays this overlap area is shorter and for shorter delays it is longer.
For the methods with χ 2 calculation from the combined curve, the correct approach is not self-evident. Original authors (as far as we understand from PRH) use for evaluation of different delays the same number of data points L = N A +N B . It may fairly well be that for an ideal case, where the actual data are realization of a stochastic process, whose properties match these of the supposed model, this approach can be considered as correct. But for real data this is certainly not so.
For instance, when the input data contain correlated errors due to microlensing, the scatter in the combined curve in overlap area is certainly higher if to compare with scatter in the parts where only one curve is observed. The length of the high scatter area depends on delay and this dependency will show up in the χ 2 (τ ) or Q(τ ) curves. One possible solution is a computation of the criteria for only overlapping subsets and using proper normalization using degrees of freedom involved. Unfortunately this approach can sometimes fail due to the long gaps in the data. The exclusion or inclusion of densely populated data parts (when changing trial delays) adds a certain amount of extra variability which is not essentially connected to the goodness-of-fit.
In the methods, where only pointwise differences (Eq. 21) are involved, it is quite easy to take this disparity into account. We do this just by dividing weighted sums of squared differences by the sums of weights (see Eq. 28).
Linear prediction
The general principles of the linear prediction are well presented in PRH. However, for the completeness and also trying to bring out the problems encountered, we describe here some important details of the method.
Estimation of the autocorrelation function
Prediction based methods involve assumption that underlying source process which is observed through different channels is stationary and consequently with simple correlation structure:
where autocorrelation function C(T ) is to be estimated from the data. For that purpose PRH introduces a first-order structure function V (T ) of the source process:
and then get
where E { s 2 } is the estimated variance of the source process. It is important to notice that in the prediction procedures we need C(T ) values for a continuous range of argument and therefore we should have a certain parametric model for it.
From the observed data we can compute point estimates for the structure function of the source process
which can be binned and averaged. Finally a continuous parametrized model is fitted to the binned curve to get a continuous approximation of V (T ). In PRH the power-law type model for a structure function is postulated and, consequently, the linear model in the log-log coordinates is used. Authors of the original method claim that overall procedure of time delay estimation is quite robust against small differences in the linear model parameters estimated from the data.
Structure function
Following PRH, to estimate V (T ) we compute time-lags T ij and point estimates of the structure function v ij for every independent pair of data points. We sort T ij and v ij pairs by the value of T ij , bin and compute the bin averages T ij and v ij . We average P bin points for every bin. Next, we skip bins unsuitable for the model of V (T ) (see the discussion below) and compute v l = log(v ij 1 2 ) and T l = log(T ij ), and find the linear model for the logarithmic structure function v l = aT l + b. The particular value for the bin size P bin is in principle free parameter of the procedure. However the final results practically do not depend on it. The light curves we analyzed were long enough to use P bin = 85 as in PRH, but for shorter datasets, where there would be too few bins, P bin should be reduced.
Next, we will discuss the problems we found in the PRH treatment of the structure function. PRH use pointwise subtraction of observational noise to estimate V (T ), as shown in Eq. 25. The use of the linear model for the logarithmic structure function is certainly over-simplification. As discussed by Hovatta et al. (2007) and Hughes et al. (1992) , an ideal structure function of observational data should contain a plateau at the variance level of observational noise, rising part, and finally, a plateau at the total variance level at long time-lags. The structure function V (T ) of source process should begin from zero level at zero time-lag and have a long time-lag plateau at the level of E { s 2 } . We generally do not have time series with zero time-lags. However, the beginning of V (T ) estimated from observational data may also lie on negative level in real cases, as for nearby to the zero lag data points y i and y j point estimates in Eq. 25 tend to be negative (estimated observational dispersions can be quite large, if to compare with differences). The V (T ) values cannot be negative by definition. To avoid negative bin averages we need then -either rather large averaging bins, or we can skip the bins with negative means all together. In the original paper (PRH) the first averaging bin for the A curve was skipped from computations but it was retained for the B curve. The skipping of data points or adjustment of the bin size -both methods involve manual nudging which is unacceptable for fully automatic methods.
The real structure function may sometimes have highly oscillating large timelag end, that can even cause a negative slope for the linear fit (in the log-log scale). As discussed by Emmanoulopoulos et al. (2010) , the position of the upper turning point of a structure function depends not only on the underlying process but also on the length of the time series. Consequently, the possible (oscillating) large time-lag plateau may not be connected to the real underlying quasar variability and should be excluded from the model.
As it was stated already in PRH, the results of optimal prediction are not sensitive to the exact parameters (slope and intercept) of the logarithmic stucture function. We implemented the simple linear fit model of the PRH, but added some modifications to the structure function building procedure.
First, to avoid problems around zero lag value we skipped from our fit all the bins that were smaller than the squared mean observational noise level n 2 . Bins with larger values are not so sensitive to observational uncertainties and are supposed to provide information about the power-law type behaviour of the structure function. This is fully automatic step and can be always performed.
Second, we also implemented the skipping of the possible (oscillating) high level plateau from the linear fit. However, during concrete time delay estimation computations it happened that this procedure is redundant for our test data and the results do not depend on its use. The robustness of the linear model assumption was also stated in the original PRH paper.
And finally, we postulated high level constant plateau value at the level of asymptotic variance E { s 2 } . In this way, our structure functions can have two parts: rising part from the linear fit in log-log plane and horizontal plateau at the variance level.
Variance estimation
The variance value has an important role in the algorithmic implementation of the PRH type methods. However the precise or well founded estimate for it is seldom available. For instance, to estimate E { s suggest to take it as 10 . . . 100 times the data sample variance. We found the result of optimal prediction to be quite insensitive to this arbitrary constant, even if it was taken as large as 10 4 times of the measured variance. As we do not know more about the variance of the source process than it can be guessed from observed part of a time series, we estimate E { s 2 } as the value of the largest bin (v ij ) of the structure function. For the large sample of concrete computations this occurred good enough and covariance matrices were invertible. However, in the final code we also allow iterative doubling of the variance value, until to the point where covariance matrices can be correctly inverted. This procedure is again fully automatic and does not need manual nudging.
Having now the value for variance, we can fix final form for a structure function. First, we calculate the time-lag T max ,
where the linear model of V (T ) in log-log coordinates reaches the log(E { s 2 } 1 2 ) value and turn our model to plateau of E { s 2 } for longer time-lags. We can do that, since we do not know anything about the structure function above the estimated E { s 2 } level. The final model for the structure function of the underlying process V (T ) now is:
It is clear from the definition that our structure functions and also corresponding autocorrelation functions are always positive.
Fitting data into gaps
As we saw above, the different time delay estimation schemes can be divided into two classes.
In the first class the input datasets A and B are merged using trial delay, and the combined dataset is used as it is -without taking into account the origin (A or B) of data points. Different delays are then compared by modeling of the combined dataset using certain analytical (polynomials, splines) or statistical (χ 2 ,Q) models and criteria.
In the second class the original data points enter into estimation scheme only in pairs where one point is from A curve and the other one from B curve.
The principal difference of the two schemes reveals itself in the cases where input data have long and more or less periodic gaps in it (say, due to the skipping of certain seasons, when observations are not possible). For some trial delays it can now happen that for this particular shift in time the observations from the curve A happen to fit into gaps of the curve B. The first class methods can be quite happy with this, the general scatter around continuous model is at the level of the observational errors and only these parts of the combined curve, where data points are mixed add extra scatter. As a result there is quite high probability to get spurious minima in the criterion curves. The susceptibility of the data to such distortions can be estimated by computing data windows either in the form proposed in PRH (Figure 8 ) or as a pair count spectra as this is done in Pelt et al. (1994) .
The second class of methods and the particular combined method to be proposed in this paper overcomes the problem of gaps in an obvious way. Even the long and continuous stretches of the one input curve do not have any effect on final dispersion estimates. We think that this is one of the important properties of the new method.
Decorrelation length
The long gaps in input datasets, even if not periodic, are of grave concern from another point of view too. In the methods where only data point pairs enter into valuations, the pairs whose time moments differ too much can be of great influence. However, the probability that a i point and corresponding b j point are correlated is quite low if time difference t i − t j is long enough. The term decorrelation is often used in this context. The inclusion parameter ∆t introduced in the DCF and DS methods is used to skip all the data point pairs from our statistics if the time difference exceeds this prescribed value.
Using the pointwise minimization (Eq. 21), we do not need both the inclusion condition S ij and the inclusion parameter ∆t. In the computation of the criterion function we can always use pairs of observed and interpolated points from different curves at the same time moments, and we do not need to include pairs with longer distances in time. In this way we can get rid off from another free parameter.
Correlated errors
In the context of gravitational lens research, the time delay estimation is often complicated by the feature called microlensing. From the mathematical point of view this means that the two curves to be compared are not exactly similar but one or both of them contain extra component and we cannot hope to achieve perfect fit of the two components, even for a correct delay.
The possibility of extra nuisance components is generally ignored and only perfect matches are seeked for. In this case the extra components (as supposed) are included into schemes as a part of observational noise. But often the complications can be severe enough to spoil whole analysis. This is especially true when after matching the final difference curve will have long and systematic excursion away from a mean (zero) level. These kinds of correlated errors indicate that we need to work with models where possible long-term low frequency components are included somehow into matching scheme. For instance, in Kochanek et al. (2006) and Courbin et al. (2010) authors use separate polynomial models to describe intrinsic (source) variability and extrinsic variability (microlensing). It is also possible to take into account low frequency trends by preprocessing input datasets. In this case the low degree polynomials are fitted into both light curves before matching procedure (see Pelt et al. 1994 ).
As we do not know, which image is affected by microlensing or other distortions, immediate subtracting of smooth trend models from the observed data is not the best solution. However, if the selected trial time delay τ is correct, we may suppose that the variability of the difference curve of the appropriately shifted A and B sequences can contain smooth trend component.
Inserting this idea and proper normalization into Eq. 21 we get a following match criterion (or combined dispersion spectrum) for the trial time delay: 
where Wâ k and W b k are weights of the predicted and observed points from A and B curves respectively The combined weights W l are calculated in the similar way.
Note, that as we work with the data in magnitudes, we assume the magnification m ≡ 1.0. Adjustment of the data for the baseline shift is included in the procedure of subtracting the polynomial trend (P = 0 corresponds to the constant shift). We have divided the criterion by 2 to get it as estimator of the dispersion. The trend parameters p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p P can be estimated using the standard least squares fit method. The number of trend parameters P is a free parameter of the procedure.
To include the extrinsic component elimination procedure into fully automatic algorithm we need a method to fix the parameter P . Our experience with actual computations shows that the best way to do this is to perform analysis with a full range of possible P values. In most cases the combined dispersion spectra do not change significantly if we change the P value. Only seldom the presence of a strong nuisance component demands inclusion of a significant trend component. In our final computer code we always compute full series of solutions with different trend models. Particularly we used simple polynomials with the degrees P = 0 . . . 10. The final result of the time delay analysis is then formulated as a particular delay value with estimated error bars and a range of the trend parameter P values for which alternative solutions remain inside the claimed interval.
The proposed method for subtraction of the trend component is usable if the number of time points in a time series is sufficient, the dataset has long enough time coverage and we do not seek for too large τ AB for the given time coverage. Otherwise the polynomial may fit and reduce the variability of the quasar. The same happens, if we use too high polynomial degree for the given dataset. The results should be taken with extra care if our method starts reporting large and unstable time delays, when the degree of the polynomial is increased. The best way to get an idea what is going on, is just to look at the final combined dispersion spectra (Eq. 28) of different polynomial degrees. For most light curves the trial time delay τ can be safely varied from 0.0 to ± (time coverage) / 2.5. Then we can get stable time delay for some subset of polynomials and may improve the result compared to matching schemes, where correlated errors are not included. Note, that in our combined time delay estimation method to be formulated in Section 5, τ can be varied in even wider range -from 0.0 to ± (time coverage) / 2.0, if we do not want to subtract the microlensing distortions.
Error bars
First, the sampling and observational accuracy of the time series should be as good as possible to maximize the precision of the time delay estimation. The more inhomogeneous and the larger are the observational errors, and the longer are the gaps in the light curves, the noisier is the minimum of the combined dispersion spectrum, and the more insecure is the result. Having longer and better sampled time series, the picture of CDS(τ ) will be improved, but this will not always compensate the lack of observational accuracy.
Robust confidence intervals for time delays can be obtained using the bootstrap technique (see Pelt et al. 1996) . We can take the optimal prediction of the combined light curve as a model and re-sample the residuals between the observed and model curves to get bootstrap estimations of the time delay. As such procedure may be very time-consuming and giving the most accurate error bars was not the aim of our work, we used another idea by PRH instead: the interval of the trial time delay τ , that increases the χ 2 (τ ) curve by 4 units from its minimum χ 2 (τ AB ), corresponds to the 95% formal confidence interval of the time delay τ AB . In order to use this approach, we have to rescale the minimum of our CDS(τ ) curve to the value of χ 2 (τ AB ) that can be obtained from the not normalized version of Eq. 28:
After rescaling, the CDS(τ ) curve has the same normalization in the proximity of the minimum point as it is for χ 2 (τ ). Parabola can be fitted into the neighbourhood of the CDS(τ ) minimum to make estimation of the error bars easier.
THE OUTLINE OF THE COMBINED METHOD
Taking into account the ideas discussed in Section 4, we formulate now the combined procedure for the time delay estimation. The implementation of the combined method can be done by introducing small changes into the existing code which implements PRH method.
• First we subtract the mean values from both light curves and subtract the mean time moment of one curve from the time points of both curves. This puts our data into general position so that irrelevant particularities of the time and amplitude measurements will be ignored.
• For each trial time delay τ : (1) We shift the A light curve by a trial time delay τ and select points in timeshifted curves that are in the same time domain. Important point here is that for different delays, domains where match can be performed are of different length. This is taken into account by normalizing in the criterion function CDS(τ ).
(2) Next we interpolate using optimal prediction technique values for A curve at the time points of the B curve and vice versa. We have now two curves that have the same number of data points and the same sampling structure. For every time point we will have one original value and one interpolated value.
(3) We fit smooth polynomial trend model into the difference curve to eliminate the possible low frequency distortions due to microlensing and compute CDS(τ ) value (see Eq. 28).
• The global minimum in the run of CDS(τ ) is statistic used to select the best candidate for the true delay value τ AB . This minimization procedure can be repeated for different trend models.
• For the established best delay values the error bars can be computed using bootstrap or the simple procedure described above.
EVALUATION OF THE METHOD
There are two different ways to evaluate algorithms for time delay estimation. First, we can generate artificial datasets with known time delays and apply different time delay finding methods to the generated data. We can use simple random walk for generating light curves and sample them randomly or use sampling of some real time series. This approach was used in Hirv et al. (2007a,b) .
However, as our experience from previous studies suggests, algorithm that works best on generated light curves, may not always perform well on real observational data. As we are unable to simulate all observational effects, the method that is "trained" to work on the generated data may give wrong results in real case. Hence we decided to use real observational data for evaluating time delay estimation procedures.
If the time series is well sampled, has sufficient time coverage and reasonably small observational errors, the results of applying all usable time delay finding methods should converge on the same value. The situation changes when we apply them onto time series of lower quality and shorter duration. The method, that works well and gives the same answer with higher and lower quality data of the same object, should be recognized as more stable and consistent.
Datasets and results
In Table 1 we present the datasets used for testing the time delay finding algorithms. The reference, object, number of time points and duration of each light curve are given. In the same table we also present the time delays found by original authors, and our results as well. In the last column the range of accepted polynomial degrees is given. Note, that τ AB is positive, if variability of the A image is preceding variability of the B image. For QSO 0957+561 and HE 1104-1805 we have three separate time series. These light curves have different time coverages, samplings and weight systems which make them truely useful for testing the stability of our method against variable observational quality. The important point about Table 1 is that all computations for it are done with one and the same algorithmic set up. Even the only free parameter of the structure function building procedure (the number of observation pairs in a bin) was set to be P bin = 85 for all tests. The step of trial time delay τ was 1.0 days. While in general case τ can be varied in the range from 0.0 to ±(time coverage)/2.5, we must be aware that this may not be the case if single predicted event is observed to establish the time delay value (for example, see Kundić et al. 1995 Kundić et al. , 1997 . We choose to vary τ in the ranges used by original authors. Details about particular datasets follow.
QSO 0957+561
As the first test data we used the three photometric time series of the most well known lens system QSO 0957+561, published by Vanderriest et al. (1989) , by Schild * and by Kundić et al. (1997) . All the three datasets were analysed previously multiple of times. Vanderriest et al. (1989) got initially 415 ± 20 days for the time delay between the A and B light curves. They used cross-correlation method on interpolated light curves and also cross-covariance method with discrete Fourier transform to obtain that value. PRH analysed the same dataset and obtained 536 ± 14 days instead. In Pelt et al. (1994) the both delays were obtained by using different schemes of analysis. Later Pelt et al. (1998) analysed a much longer and detailed dataset provided by Schild and reported 416.3 ± 1.7 days for the time delay. In the interesting project Kundić et al. (1995) found a significant drop in the photometry of the A component light curve. The observed event was used to predict time moment for a similar drop in the B curve. The follow up observations one and half Table 2 for delay estimates for different P values.
year later confirmed the value 417 ± 3 days (Kundić et al. 1997) . The currently accepted time delay value for this system is still around 417 days (see Colley et al. 2003; Shalyapin et al. 2008 and references therein). However there are another probable values around 422 . . . 426 days which are supported by some authors (Oscoz et al. 2001; Goicoechea 2002; Ovaldsen et al. 2003) .
Together with combined method we implemented the PRH method and applied it to the Vanderriest et al. (1989) data. As in original paper we got 536 ± 10 days for the time delay (see Figure 1) . But, using our new approach (ignoring possible microlensing), we got 440 ± 6 days (see Figure 2 ). This value is somewhat nearer to the currently accepted value but still off target. Much clearer picture is revealed when we perform the delay search using polynomial trend models. In Table 2 we listed our results for a range of polynomial degrees. The three specific spectra are also shown in Figure 3 .
From the results of our fully automatic combined method (see Table 1 , Table 2 and Figures 2-3) we can conclude following:
• Vanderriest data, no trend. The pointwise matching using Eq. 28 gives somewhat more realistic delay estimate if to compare with PRH method (440 against 536, true value assumed to be around 417 days). The effect of data fitting into the gaps is not so pronounced, but result is still off target.
• Vanderriest data, with trend model. For degrees P = 1 . . . 9 we got consistent set of delay values well inside of error bars of the current best estimates and also similar to the value obtained in the original paper. From what follows that original implementation of the PRH method was unsuccessful because of two reasons -data fitting into the gaps due to the use of global χ 2 matching criterion and also due to the leaving off possibility of microlensing. This conclusion is of separate interest (see Press & Rybicki 1997) .
• Schild's data. Paradoxically, the most abundant and longest data series for the double quasar does not help us to fix time delay finally and sharply. We are Table 2 . Trend effect on time delays. not going to solve here this so called small controversy of the QSO 0957+561 time delay (see Goicoechea 2002; Hirv et al. 2007a; Shalyapin et al. 2008 ) and leave it for further studies.
• Kundić's (g-filter) data. The time delay 417 days (also confirmed by use of the combined method) between two sharp features in the A and B light curves is used by many authors as the definitive value. However, because of short controversy we are not so convinced. Long time statistical behaviour of the light curves is quite complex and final word is not said.
Other datasets
From Table 1 and Table 2 the results for other five datasets can be read off. One of the particular solutions is also illustrated in Figure 4 .
We take an opportunity to stress once more again -all the results obtained are computed by using our software as a black-box. No manual nudging, fixing certain free parameters or extra selection among different variants. Typical output of our code is just a list of delays for different trend degrees and as it is seen from Table 2 this is enough -the best estimate reveals itself as a sequence of similar or absolutely equal values in the list. Of course, there are some important restrictions. We must have enough observations, the sampling must have a reasonably good coverage, the observational errors should not be exceedingly large, etc. But these are just standard demands for a good photometry.
DISCUSSION
The proposed in this paper method for fully automatic time delay estimation is actually a combination of ideas from different previously well known methods. First we use cross-interpolation scheme which was introduced in Gaskell & Sparke (1986) and Gaskell & Peterson (1987) . Then we compute actual interpolated values using linear prediction scheme introduced in PRH. We added to this scheme only minor improvements -rules for excluding certain bins, computing of variance level, as well as using the estimated variance in building the model of the structure function. The use of pointwise χ 2 (τ ) matching criteria is ubiquitous, but not always with correct normalization. And finally, the trend component fitting into the differences is implementation of ideas from Pelt et al. (1996) . In this way the step undertaken is relatively small. However, we were somewhat amazed how persistently the combined method landed at or very near to the already established delay values.
CONCLUSIONS
As the result of our work, a method for automatic time delay estimation was developed, where the number of parameters subjectively set by user is reduced to minimum. We have also removed many problems from methodology, which could lead to wrong time delay estimations (fitting data into gaps, ignoring of extrinsic variation, etc.). The method was tested to work correctly on various observed datasets. Hence, we encourage observers to use it on their own data.
